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21st century research approaches in the biological sciences continue to progress at
an ever-increasing pace. Advances in computer technologies have resulted in
exponential increases in the rate at which biological data are collected,
accumulated, disseminated and applied. Biology education has remained
predominantly content-centric, focused on prescribed activities with little
autonomy, and pedagogies have remained stagnant in comparison to the
implications of research outcomes (National Research Council 2003; Handelsman,
Ebert-May, Beichner, Bruns, Chang, DeHaan, Gentile, Lauffer, Stewart,
Tilghman, and Wood 2004). There is a critical need for evidence-based reform to
align the link between current research and pedagogical practice. This project
addresses this need through the creation of collaborative learning communities
from a crucial starting point: ‘thinking about thinking’, i.e., the enhancement of
learning through individual and group reflection and analysis of the scientific
inquiry process.
This project aligns science teaching and learning to the scientific research method
using an approach that enhances student engagement and aligns desired learning
outcomes with professional practice. The aim was to shift the assessment-driven
motivation of students toward intrinsic motivation through collaborative inquiry,
and encourage them to reflect on their own learning as they integrate theory with
practice. The approach centres on the creation of learning communities structured
to facilitate students’ metacognitive awareness of both individual and collaborative
learning processes. The integration of reflection, analysis and critique of process
(as opposed to outcome) into a research-based e-poster project enhances student
learning by reinforcing the iterative process of the scientific method. The strategic
structure of the online and face-to-face components of the collaborative inquiry
process acknowledges and builds upon the disciplinary, cultural, and social
diversity of the class.

The context and setting
The second year undergraduate course, Fundamentals in Microbiology &
Immunology (MICR2201) has a large enrolment of 280 students. The students
represent a diverse range of backgrounds, including majors in Microbiology,
Medical Microbiology and Immunology, Molecular Biology, Food Science and
Nutrition, Biotechnology, Nanotechnology, Bioinformatics, Biochemistry,
Genetics, and Marine Science. The course forms a cornerstone of the foundational
theoretical and practical training for many students in the Faculty of Science at the
University of New South Wales, and it is a prerequisite for many higher level
courses in the life sciences. The course is comprised of 2 x 1 hour lectures, 1 x 1
hour tutorial, and a 1 x 3 hour laboratory practical per week. The tutorials (10 – 15
students) and laboratory practicals are taught by experienced postgraduate tutors,
many of whom have taken this course in the past. Each group of students remains
with the same tutor for the tutorials and labs.

Integration of theory and practice
This article was first published in
Proceedings
of
the
Blended
Learning in Science Teaching and
Learning Symposium, 2005 and is
reprinted here with permission from
the authors.

Significant changes have been implemented in the course curriculum since 2003 to
facilitate conceptual understanding and deep learning. This includes the creation
of a WebCT component that reinforces foundational understanding, and facilitates
laboratory investigations by linking theory to practice. As this is the first exposure
to the microbiology laboratory for most students, basic microbiological skills are
progressively taught in synchrony with the fundamental concepts of the lectures.
A significant portion of the formative assessment includes an individual research
project conducted in parallel with the basic laboratory component. The aim of the
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students’ research project is to isolate and identify a single
bacterial genus (fondly referred to as their ‘bug’) from an
environmental sample through the practical application of
students’ conceptual understanding of bacterial metabolism,
morphology and physiology. The application of their
theoretical understanding is central to the development of
their rationale for determining experimental process at each
stage of their research project, and the interpretation of
these processes.
The formative assessment for the research project has, in
years past, followed a traditional approach that included a
formal scientific paper for the bug research project,
laboratoryquizzes, and evaluation of laboratory notebooks.
Two years ago, we developed a learner-centred assessment
component called the ‘Bug Book’, which allows flexibility
in mapping individual progress. The Bug Book encourages
students to put their own creative imprint on the
documentation of their research process to suit their
learning styles, and emphasis is placed on reflective process
rather than experimental outcomes. The impact of the Bug
Book has been an enhancement of students’ intrinsic
motivation, fostered by a sense of ownership of their work
and self-directed learning. These outcomes reaffirm the
importance of contextual learning environments that
facilitate enhanced engagement and deeper learning in
students (Ramsden 1992). The Bug Book has also
continued to be a valuable reference and learning resource
for students, who continue to utilise them in their
subsequent microbiology courses.
Such constructive
alignment of a student-centred assessment task promotes
the enhancement of teaching and learning (Biggs 1996).

elements of the research process. This belief is perpetuated
through the honours year of the undergraduate curriculum.
However, scientific research involves continuous reflection,
analysis, and communication, and this evaluative process
contributes to ongoing development and discovery.
We have created our own model to develop a reflective,
iterative approach to engage students in an inquiry process
that is more cognisant of scientific professional practice
(Figure 2).
This model represents a more authentic process with regard
to the learning and teaching of scientific inquiry and
equally importantly, a framework for assessment.

Fostering collaborative learning communities
A hallmark of scientific research is the collaborative and
multidisciplinary nature of research inherent to the process.
Emphasis on the process of inquiry engages students in an
authentic learning experience (Takayama 2005). Whilst we
have been aware of the challenges in fostering authentic
inquiry through group work in a large class setting, our goal
was to develop a truly collaborative learning experience in
the context of the bacterial isolation project. Student
feedback on the Bug Book highlighted the marked impact
that a learner-centred assessment project has on intrinsic
motivation. We therefore developed a framework for
collaborative learning within a large class that integrated
reflection, evaluation and critique of both scientific process
and learning experience withi n the assessment. The
framework was strategically designed to provide relevance
and application, key criteria for authentic learning
experiences (Chinn and Malhotra 2002; Herrington and
Herrington 1998; Kolb 1984; Meyer 1992). In so doing,
the goal was to achieve constructive alignment between the
goal (to make ‘scientific thinking visible’) and learning
outcomes within the context of a team inquiry project.
The traditional model that is used to teach the scientific
method invariably follows a linear approach (Figure 1).
This conceptually linear approach, which leads toward a
singular endpoint, reinforces a perception amongst students
that the ‘outcomes and conclusions’ are the most important
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Figure 1. Traditional linear model

Figure 2. Our own model to develop a reflective, iterative
approach to the teaching and learning of scientific inquiry

Approach
The progressive e-poster
The goal for MICR2201 was assessment for deep learning
and promotion of metacognitive awareness of inquiry
linked to the learning process. The progressive e-poster is a
group assessment project that maps student learning on
the process of collaborative inquiry. The e-poster modifies
a traditional mode of communication of research in the
biological sciences (‘the poster’). It is distinct from the
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traditional scientific poster in purpose, format, and
assessment practice. The traditional poster also follows a
linear format similar to the linear model depicted above,
whereby sections are presented sequentially:
‘Aim,
Background & Significance, Hypothesis, Materials &
Methods, Results, Discussion, and Conclusions.’ Whilst
the utilisation of scientific posters for assessment has been
reported previously (Billington 1997), the e-poster is
unique in its focus on the learning process rather than
reporting scientific outcomes. In the e-poster, students
work with tutorial/laboratory team members (10 – 15 per
team) to collectively reflect on their scientific approach;
develop their notions of what constitutes resources and
references that are a) reliable and b) relevant to each stage
of the project; continually develop/revise/build upon
conceptual maps of their ‘bug’ and their experimental
process; identify areas of uncertainty or concern; and
discuss possible ways to address these issues. The
‘progressive’ format of this e-poster underlines the iterative
model of inquiry: there are 3 submissions (at weeks 5, 10
and 13), and each poster progressively maps the team’s
experimental and reflective process (the templates and
guiding questions for e-posters version 1 and version 2 are
included in Appendix 1). Each team received an identical
web e-poster template (with user and password login)
created to assess the elements described above. Teamwork
was facilitated through WebCT private discussion sections,
and collective agreement was reached before the poster was
submitted electronically.
The e-poster assessed student engagement in the process of
inquiry, and facilitated review and reflection throughout the
course (rather than at the end). For the instructor, this
assessment approach progressively mapped group learning
of the experimental, conceptual, and collaborative
processes. Detailed rubrics were developed (see Appendix
2) to assess each version of the e-poster to ensure alignment
with learning goals and consistency of assessment across all
22 teams. The rubrics were also distributed to the students
to provide transparency of process. Our goal was to
strengthen student engagement through contextual
relevance in a process of inquiry that mirrors professional
practice, and align the pedagogy of the discipline to the
practice of the discipline. The iterative model of inquiry
and learning promoted through the e-poster is relevant not
only to undergraduate and postgraduate courses, but serves
as a mentorship model for research supervisors.

Outcomes
Changes in the nature of MICR2201 following the
introduction of the progressive e-poster were marked by the
transformation of the tutorial groups into collaborative
learning communities. In comparison to the previous two
years, the quality of discussions in WebCT was indicative
of higher levels of thinking, integration of theory and
practice, and a culture of peer learning and teaching.
Indeed this was one of the strongest elements of evidence
demonstrating the evolution of students’ intrinsic
motivation with this assessment. The natural integration of
theory and concept with practical application into the
context of the research project can be witnessed in the eposters (see link to sample poster below). Peer learning and
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teaching, as well as mentorship within the e-poster
discussions, were also apparent. The e-poster functioned as
an assessable component that structured the step-by-step
processes of transfer and application, to make them
‘visible’ to the learner. As the tutorial groups evolved into
learning communities, the discussions in WebCT revealed
the students’ own metacognitive realisation of the
utilisation of the e-poster assessment for learning, rather
than of learning: student post in WebCT:
We should use version 3 of the poster as a learning
tool and really focus on bringing it together
conceptually. I would even suggest that we have a
meeting (in a relaxed atmosphere) where we talk
about anything that we are still confused about and
help each other sort things out... I think this could be
a really good revision that will make the poster even
better and of course help us with the final...
The laboratory research project and the progressive e-poster
were tightly linked to actively and intellectually engage
students throughout the entire course. This engagement
was strengthened through the collaborative framework of
the learning process, and the challenge of open-ended
inquiry. The outcomes from the e-poster are indicative of
students’ conceptual development regarding the iterative
process of authentic inquiry. Several teams took the
initiative to create their own original concept maps to
document the evolution of their conceptual schema. Such
documentation, dissemination, and integration of feedback
into the continued self-reflection and critique at the group
level are indeed indicative of scholarship. The progressive
learning journey of one group may be viewed at:
http://www.cfkeep.org/html/stitch.php?s=15996728386727
&id=79371591451924.
The challenge of developing and revising their own
research approach created an engaging level of motivation
for students. As an extension of this learner-centred
approach, the e-poster provided an opportunity for creative
teamwork aligned to the learning experience. Student
responses to a Likert scale survey (Table 1) indicate that the
e-poster primarily encouraged students to work
collaboratively and to learn from their peers. As a formative
assessment approach, the students also recognised the eposter as a learning tool.
One of the goals in this course is to foster students’
metacognitive awareness; i.e., thinking about their learning.
The responses from the survey indicate that this desired
outcome was not entirely achieved. Our interpretation is
that the focus on group collaboration may have precluded
individual introspection. In addition, students did not
believe that the e-poster facilitated their problem-solving
skills. We had initially assumed the e-poster would
strengthen the connections of the other components of the
course (laboratories, lectures, tutorials) and in so doing,
facilitate students’ problem-solving skills in the laboratory
and tutorials. Focus group sessions have been scheduled to
obtain further in-depth feedback from the students to
investigate how to explicitly facilitate these connections
and to address the weaknesses and strengths of the e-poster
project.
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Table 1. Student responses to Likert scale survey
Survey Question
(Likert Scale: 4 = strongly agree; 3 = agree; 2 = disagree; 1 = strongly disagree)
The e-poster project enabled me to understand concepts beyond those which were discussed
in lectures.
The e-poster project challenged me to apply my conceptual understanding of microbiology.
The e-poster project facilitated the connection between lectures, tutorials and laboratories.
The e-poster project encouraged me to investigate topics that were outside of those covered
in lectures, tutorials and laboratories.
The e-poster project helped me to learn to work in a group environment.
The e-poster project helped me to learn how to problem-solve.
The e-poster project helped me to understand the process of scientific inquiry.
The e-poster project prompted me to think about my learning.
The e-poster project enabled me to learn from my peers.
The e-poster is a learning tool.

Future work
The WebCT discussion postings (>15,000) and e-posters
together represent a significant resource for analysing the
students’ cognitive and affective learning. We and others
have found detailed analysis of online postings to be
valuable in determining whether and how student learning
is enhanced through specific contexts (Hazel et al. 1996;
Takayama 2005; Treleaven 2003). We are in the process of
developing specific rubrics for the analysis of: i) the
WebCT postings, ii) the e-posters, and iii) the focus group
interviews in order to identify the specific ways in which
students have learned about the scientific inquiry process
and the specific areas that need to be strengthened.
The following excerpt from one group’s final e-poster
provides anecdotal evidence that we are moving in the right
direction; it is our goal to continue improving our model.
…We have gained an unbelievably in-depth
understanding of the methodology involved from
strategic planning, constant modification, and the
execution of procedures. The need to adopt a
flexible experimental protocol was realised at an
early stage of the investigation to accommodate
further structural changes ... What we have learned
from other groups has been undeniably valuable for
our own improvements. Our group has grown to
realise the significance of team work in overcoming
difficult challenges, both in the laboratory, and in
the collaboration on the E-posters. We set
uncompromisingly high standards for ourselves and
this is reflected in our commitment and enthusiasm
to this investigation. While there is some
disagreement between group members in differing
perspectives and ideologies, we believe that we have
learned tremendously from each other as a result of
the dynamics and the interactivity of the group over
the course of this insightful experience. The
camaraderie and sharing of knowledge gained are
characteristics of our group, which we value highly.
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Mean

SD

Min.

Max.

3.12

0.60

2

4

3.12
3.07
3.23

0.51
0.53
0.60

2
2
2

4
4
4

3.31
2.84
3.04
2.94
3.29
3.26

0.59
0.62
0.49
0.66
0.60
0.56

2
1
2
1
2
1

4
4
4
4
4
4
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Knowledge Media Lab of the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching.
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Appendix 2:
MICR2201 2005
Assessment guidelines for e-poster v.1
General comments:
• Students must demonstrate correct usage of terminology.
• Genus and species names must be italicised.
• Spelling and grammatical errors will be penalised.
• Posters should reflect collaborative effort. For example, rather than state: “I have found the following resources…”,
students should state: “We have found the following resources…”
• Individual contributions will be taken into account. Those that have not participated toward the research,
development of approaches, synthesis of ideas, etc. in the WebCT e-poster discussion forum for their group will
receive no marks. Tutors will analyse the contribution of group members through WebCT logs, tutorial discussion
minutes, chatroom logs, and any other relevant and approved sources for evidence of student contributions.
1. What is the aim of your investigation? (3 pts)
Clear definition of research question in no more than 1 - 2 sentences. The aim should include the following:
• Isolation of the genus ___________
• Source of sample
• Simple statement of approach
2. What resources/references have you found so far that might aid you in your investigation? What question(s) do
you have about the work described in this resource material? What information in these resources have been
relevant to your group discussion so far? (8 pts)
Thoughtful coverage and interpretation of literature including:
• Utilisation of appropriate, peer-reviewed research material (2 pts)
• Proper formatting of reference material, including images. (2 pts)
• Relevance to the research aim and the current stage of the group work. If certain references have been collected
with the intent of application toward the next step or possible future approaches, this should be specified and
explained. (2 pts)
• Simply listing references is not sufficient. Groups must demonstrate that they have read the material and how it
relates to their work. If they did not understand certain parts of the article, this is perfectly okay – however, they
must indicate this and perhaps refer to this fact in the answer to question 6. (2 pts)
3. What will be your group's initial approach in this investigation? (8 pts)
• This section does not need to be exhaustively long-remember, it is an initial approach. We are not looking for a
complete experimental protocol.
• The rationale for the initial approach should be stated, and should be based on the characteristics of the organism. (4
pts)
• The initial approach can also include the process the group has been going through to research the organism and
learn about various selective and differential media. (4 pts)
4. Briefly outline a plan and predicted timeline of your group’s approach and process for your isolation and
identification. Identify any steps or topics you are unsure of, and how you might seek guidance in clarifying these
areas of uncertainty. (8 pts)
• Logical, step-wise outline.
• If the group is unsure of certain areas, they should be highlighted and the group should state what they are unsure of.
The group should propose how they will go about seeking guidance in clarifying these areas of uncertainty.
• The plan is not meant to be complete and perfect at this stage. We are looking for thoughtful reflection, and
identification of those areas you need help in.
5. From where will you collect your samples for isolation? How will you collect your samples? What are the
characteristics of your organism upon which you have based these decisions? What other organisms might be
present in the environmental niche you have chosen? (8 pts)
• Sound rationale with regard to source of sample. This should be explained in the context of the characteristics of
organism, including physical and nutritional growth requirements. (4 pts)
• Proper handling procedures and safety precautions for sample collection. (2 pts)
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Discussion of what other genera might be present in this environment, and what characteristics they share with your
genera. (2 pts)

6. What other questions or concerns does your group have at this time? (5 pts)
• Questions and issues should demonstrate relevance to the proposed approach and what you know about your
organism so far. Issues are not limited to scientific questions; i.e., your group may have concerns regarding the
collaboration, or perhaps queries about how to present your work, find out further information, track down a source
of information... perhaps even technical issues. This question is meant to help you sort out what you might be
having problems with, or what you need to figure out.
7. What will you do next to address these questions/concerns? (5 pts)
• The group needs to collaboratively agree on what they need to do to address their answer to question 6. For
example, if they need to find resources on a specific topic, it is not sufficient to simply state they will do a web
literature search or go to the library. They should identify what criteria they would use to determine suitable
resources. If the concern has to do with the working dynamics of the group, the group should collaboratively think
of approaches to address this issue.

MICR2201
2005
Assessment guidelines for e-poster v.2
General comments:
• Students are encouraged to examine their bug books and revisit their first e-poster to help review their work thus far,
and plan their next steps.
• Groups must demonstrate consistency and consultation across all sections. Students should have read, understood,
and agreed collectively on each section, even if sections were allocated to different individuals.
• Students must demonstrate correct usage of terminology.
• Genus and species names must be italicised.
• Spelling and grammatical errors will be penalised.
• Posters should reflect collaborative effort. For example, rather than state: “I have found the following resources…”,
students should state: “We have found the following resources…”
• Individual contributions will be taken into account. Those that have not participated toward the research,
development of approaches, synthesis of ideas, etc. in the WebCT e-poster discussion forum for their group will
receive no marks. Tutors will analyse the contribution of group members through WebCT logs, tutorial discussion
minutes, chatroom logs, and any other relevant and approved sources for evidence of student contributions.
o

What is the aim of your investigation? (2 pt)

Clear definition of research question in no more than 1–2 sentences. The aim should include the following:
• Isolation of the genus ___________
• Source of sample
• Simple statement of approach
o What resources/references are most pertinent to your group's work at this stage of your investigation? Are there
additional resources/references your group needs to facilitate your work to get to the next stage? If so, describe,
and specify how you will find these resources. (6 pts)
• Utilisation of appropriate, peer-reviewed research material RELEVANT TO THE RESEARCH AIM AND
CURRENT STAGE OF THE PROJECT. References that have been collected with the intent of application toward
a future step should be JUSTIFIED IN RELATION TO THE CURRENT STAGE OF THE PROJECT AS WELL
AS IN RELATION TO THE MOST RECENT OUTLINE (or flowchart).
• Proper formatting of reference material, including images.
• Simply listing references is not sufficient. Groups must demonstrate that they have read the material and how it
relates to their work. If they did not understand certain parts of the article, this is perfectly okay- however, they
must indicate this and refer to this fact in the answer to question 7.
• Original resources should not be copied and pasted word-for-word. However, if resources are cited verbatim, they
should be in quotation marks and the original reference must be cited.
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o What new ideas about your organism or your investigation has your group developed from your work on the
first e-poster? What process(es) is your group focusing on at this stage of your investigation? What do you need
to do next? (8 pts)
• Ideas should be based on sound demonstration of understanding of the morphological, metabolic, and/or
physiological characteristics of the organism in relation to your experimental observations so far. If you identified
problems/misunderstandings/incorrect application of laboratory procedures from your first e-poster, point these out
and explain how you came to this conclusion. If you discovered an interesting or unexpected observation, describe
why they are interesting or unexpected based on your group’s conceptual understanding of the characteristics of your
organism. These suggestions are not exhaustive; this section requires thoughtful group reflection and review.
• Justify your rationale with regard to what process you are focusing on, and what needs to happen next. Use criteria
described above.
o Briefly map your group’s progress thus far in your isolation and identification. Identify any steps or outcomes
you are unsure of. How will you proceed to clarify these areas of uncertainty? (8 pts)
• Logical, step-wise outline identifying specific procedures/media used/biochemical tests, etc thus far.
• If you mention the use of selective/differential media, or a specific biochemical test, you must demonstrate your
understanding of the basis of this biochemical test or medium. What is happening with your bug? What about other
bugs that might be present in the sample?
• Outcomes and observations at each stage so far should be briefly described.
• Controversial or confusing outcomes should be noted (or if an experiment ‘didn’t work’, what is your explanation in
retrospect?). Specific areas of uncertainty should be highlighted and the group should clearly explain what it is that
they are unsure of.
• The group should propose how they will clarify areas of uncertainty.
o Read AT LEAST two other e-posters from the FMI e-poster site. What conceptual links can you make to your
organism or genus based on what you have learned from the other posters? Please make sure you specify the
poster group number when referring to information gathered from the other posters. (8 pts)
• Demonstration of sound understanding of the metabolic, physiological and/or morphological characteristics of your
organism with respect to your comments on the other poster (whether you are comparing to a poster with the same
or different genus).
• Discussion should be RELEVANT TO YOUR ISOLATION PROJECT. Comparisons about specific characteristics
or experimental outcomes should demonstrate your conceptual understanding.
o What characteristics have you identified and established with regard to your sample so far? What tests and/or
experiments do you need to do next? Why? (4 pts)
• Demonstration of sound understanding of the metabolic, physiological and/or morphological characteristics of their
organism.
• This section should be consistent with questions 3 and 4.
o What other questions or concerns does your group have at this time? What will you do next to address these
questions/concerns? (5 pts)
• The guidelines for this section have been provided in the guidelines for e-poster 1. In addition, if there were any
issues identified in e-poster 1 that still remain to be resolved, they should be indicated here.
Other assessment criteria:
Consistency of all e-poster sections (5 pts): Is the e-poster consistent across all sections? Conflicting statements or too
much repetition will be penalised. It is imperative that all group members have checked through all sections and
collaborative agreement has been reached. It is also imperative that every group member understands the “whole” picture
with regard to theoretical and experimental aspects of this research project.
Organisation and Communication (4 pts): Has the group demonstrated an organised, strategic approach to their
collaborative work as evidenced by WebCT discussions?
Do members of the group communicate clearly and decisively to each other, and with the tutor? Are tutorial minutes
presented clearly and comprehensively? Are there spelling or grammatical errors? Are there errors in the use of
terminology?
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Individual contribution toward group (50 pts): This will be weighted based on the quality AND quantity of
contributions you have made toward your group work in WebCT, the tutorial minutes, tutorial attendance and participation,
and other records of participation (chatroom logs; minutes of face-to-face meetings with your group).
Summary of assessment:
Criteria
question 1
question 2
question 3
question 4
question 5
question 6
question 7
Consistency across all questions
Organisation and Communication
Individual contribution
Total

Points
2
6
8
8
8
4
5
5
4
50
100

N.B. Questions 1 through 7, and the ‘Consistency across all questions’ and ‘Organisation and Communication’ criteria are
marked as a group. The individual contribution component is marked separately for each student.
≥85

HD

≥75

DN

≥65

CR

≥50

PS

<50

F

Other assessment criteria:
Organisation and Communication (5 pts): Has the group demonstrated an organised, strategic approach to their
collaborative work as evidenced by WebCT discussions?
Do members of the group communicate clearly and decisively to each other, and with the tutor? Are tutorial minutes
presented clearly and comprehensively? Are there spelling or grammatical errors? Are there errors in the use of
terminology?
Individual contribution toward group (50 pts): This will be weighted based on the quality AND quantity of
contributions students have made toward their group work in WebCT, the tutorial minutes, tutorial attendance and
participation, and other records of participation (chatroom logs; minutes of face-to-face group meetings).
Summary of assessment:
Criteria
question 1
question 2
question 3
question 4
question 5
question 6
question 7
Organisation and Communication
Individual contribution
Total

Points
3
8
8
8
8
5
5
5
50
100

N.B. Questions 1 through 7, and the ‘Organisation and Communication’ criteria are marked as a group. The
individual contribution component is marked separately for each student.
≥85

HD

≥75

DN

≥65

CR
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≥50

PS

<50

F

